Looking forward questions (individual answers)

The outcome of the transition process should be a university that is . . . (short phrases/words that characterize the desired outcome).

- Flexible and responsive
- Unified
- A liberal arts university
- Faculty driven
- Supportive of research
- Interdisciplinary and creative
- Comprehensive metropolitan university
- Independent with the ability to create new programs

The outcome of the transition process should be a university that becomes . . . (vision statements for 2020? 2030?)

- Cohesive
- A leader
- Respected
- More well-known
- A liberal arts university
- Faculty driven
- Student focused with solid advising structures
- Interdisciplinary
- United
- A model to meet the needs of a changing world so our students are competitive and succeed

The outcome of the transition process should be a university that values . . . (academic values that must be expressed/seen)

- Community
- Creativity
- Critical thinking
- PEOPLE: (students, faculty, staff)
- Diversity
- Theoretical and practical skills/knowledge
- The ability to be proactive about change

Our university will be . . .

- Strong no matter what the name – significant and vital
- Flexible and forward thinking
- The premier campus of PU
- United
• Unique
• Connect to communities
• Prestigious and well funded
• Meeting the needs of non-traditional students
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